
On the two-dimensional flow around the flap wmg section 
composed of two circular arcs. 

By Busuke Hudimoto. 

in this paper the author treats the problem of two-dimensional potential jlo•u around 
/lap wing section composed of two circular arcs by the method of conformal representation. 
And the nsults of approximate calculation by the method of vortex field are added. 

The two-dimensional flow of a perfect fluid 
around a thin flap wing section composed of two 
$egments of straight lines has already been investi
gated. In this paper the author investigates the 
same flow but the section is composed of two seg
ments of circular. arcs. In the following paragraphs, 
the conformal representations applied and the lift 
and moment acting on the section will be described. 

I. Conformal Representation. 

To simplify the problem but without losing 
the generality, we assume the two circular arcs, 
which form the flap wing section, have the same 
radius. We consider this flap wing section AH B 
in the Z-plane as Fig. I. We take the y:-axis 

J' z 

.I Jt 

B 

Fig. r. 

passing through the two centers 0 1 and 0 2 of the 
circular arcs and x-axis passing through hinge 
point H and perpendicular to the y-axis. Let the 
flap angle be /J we get 

- (~ 

HO=C=Rcos-. 
2 

Now we take a pointJ at x=-C or make OJ=C 
and express 

AH=p1, AJ=p2 , BH=p3 and BJ=p4 • 

Next we transform this Z-plane into the t-plane 
by the following relation 

Z-C 
z+c t ... ... ····················· ...... (1) 

Let the points in the t-plane corresponding to A 
and B in the Z-plane be t=t1 and t=f2, then 

Pi · 11:-/J logt1 =log- +t--, 
P2 2 

1 I Ps · r.:- lJ og t2= og - - z -- • 
p4 2 

If we denote t=j/q and t1 =P1e'q1 etc., then 

P1 11:-/J · P1=--, qi=--, .................. etc. 
P2 2 

The transformed flap wing section in the Z-plane 
is composed of two segments of straight lines as 
shown in Fig. 2. And moreover Z = - C corres
ponds to t= oo and Z = oo corresponds to t= I. 

Fig. 2. 

Next we transform this flap wing in the t
plane into a circle of radius one in the (-plane as 
shown in Fig. 3. The relation is as follows* 

C 
A 

0 

Fig. 3. 
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(C + e•D)1+e(c-e-ie)l-,; 
t=k C ..................... (2) 

where k is a constant factor. 

This relation can be derived by considering the 
flow due to sources of strengths 2,r(1 +e), 2,r(1 -e) 
and - 2,r placed at the points Hi, H2 and origin 
respectively in the (-plane, which has the circle as 
one of the stream lines, and the flow due to a 
source of strengtn 2,r at the origin of the t-plane. 
By this relation H1 and H; correspond to the origin 
of the· I-plane and so to the hinge point H in the 
Z-plane. We denote the points corresponding to 
t1 and 12 by A and B. The value of e is deter
mined from the flow in the t-plane i.e. 

1+e ,r+a 
1 -e = n-rj ' 

hence 
a 

e=- ....................................... (3) ,r 

Now we must _determine A and fJ in Fig. 3. 
The velocity at the points A and B due to the 
sources placed at H1 , H; and origin must be zero. 

· This relation is expressed in the following equation 

(I +e)j 1 +sin(tl-.d) 
. I -sin(ll-.:1) 

_ ( 1 _ c) ✓~1-+_s_it_1 (_ll_+_d_)) = 
0 

......... ( 
4

) 
I -sin (ll+ d 

And considering the stream lines spring out from 
H 1 and ~. we can find the constant k as follows 

k=k' e-iaO .......................................... (s) 
where k' is a real number. 

Now let the potential function at A and B be 
¢1 and ¢2 respectively, then 

¢1 =log 2 (cos L1 + sin ll) 

·(,r (I ,d) Sill-+-+-
4 2 2 

+e log sin(~+~-_!!__) ' 
4 2 2 

¢2 =log 2 (cos .:I-sin fJ) 

. (,r fJ d) SIU---+-
4 2 2 + e log----------

· ( ,r (I ·,:1) 
Sill 4- -2--2 

...... (6) 

From eqs. (4) and (7), the values of LI and fJ can 
be determined. Then k' is given by 

log k' = log.Pi - ¢1. 
Summarizing the above transformations, the 

re lotion b~tween Z and• ( is expressed as follows 

Z-C k ((+e'O)l+a(c-e-iO)l-a 

z+c c ............ (8) 

II. Potential Flow and Velocity, 

Let the z and y-components of the velocity in 
the 2-plane far from the flap wing be denoted by 
u and -v• respectively and expre_ss 

u + iv=wei~ (see Fig. 4) 
u 

V 

B 
Fig. 4. 

A 

The corresponding flow in the t-plane is ex
pressed by the flow due to a doublet placed at 
t= r, and the complex velocity potential of this 
flow is as follows, 

w;_ = _ 2c(u+iv) 2c wei~ 
t- l t-1 

Let the point in the (-plane corresponding to 
t= r be (=ae'T and the corresponding moment of 
doublet to be m, then 

Wi=- m 
(-aeiT 

Comparing these two flows we get 

m=2CWO'eH~+9') 

where ue'P =( d() 
dt at~=a/T 

The flow around the flap wing is the combined 
flow of this doublet and the circulation flow around 
the flap wing. To simplify the calculation, first 
we transform the (-plane into the S-plane by the 
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following relation S=r:e-ir. Then the conjugate 
complex of the velocity 1s expressed as follows. 

dW 
ds 

2cwoeH~+1>-T! 

(s-a)2 

_ iI' _I_+ iI' __ _ 
2:ir s-a 2,r I s-

a 
Returning to the C-plane 

dW 
dC 

iI' T 
I _ +-t- I ' .......•..•.. (9) 

2:lr c-ae•T 2:lr e T ,-a 
The magnitude of the circulation can be deter-

. db . dW h . d mme y puttmg dC = o at t e pomt correspon -

ing to the trailing edge i.e. B. 
In the case of a small flap angle i.e. when a 

or e is every small and also with small camber 
i.e. when a is very large, we have the magnitude 
of the circulation as follows, 

' 2 

I' 
cos (/3+<p+ .:J-2r) + - sin (/3+ <p 

4cwo a 
2:ir=~ 2 2 

1 +- sin(.:1-r)----.,cos 2 (.:1-r) 
a a-

+ ul- 37)-~cos(/3 + <p + 3.:J-47) 
a .... (10) 

III. Lift and Moment. 

The force and moment acting on the aero
foil can be calculated by the Blasius' formula. 

Let the. x and y-components of the force be 
Px and Py respectively, thea 

but 

Px-iPy= pi ~ (dW)
2
dz 

2 '7:f' dz 

=_fl!_ ~ (dW)2 dt; dz, 
2 '7:f' d( dz 

dt; _ (1-1) 2 

dz - dt 
2C

a( 

Hence 

Px-iPy= - pi -~ (dW)2 (1 --t)2 d(. (II) 
2 '7:f' , dt; dt 

{=ae T 2C dt; 

In the same way the moment around the point 
Hor Z=C is 

im=-: m ~ ( ~1:J<z-c) dz 

where 9l denotes the real part of the integral. 
To calculate the above integrals we expand 

( :!f)~ in the power series in the neighbourhood 

of t; = ai:'r and we get, 

iI' 4cwoe'C~Hl 
2:ir (C-aeiT)3 

Also we expand t in the neighbourhood of -
( = ae'r and we get 

b iT l+••(J o=ae -~ 2t sm , 
ae 

I 
b1=1+ (ae'T)2 

. I 
b2=--~~ 

(ae'T)3 

2e cos(} 
ae'T 

2e cos(} 

[ 
I + I ] + 2e COS(} 
. (11e'T)2 ae'T(ae'T-e-'o) 

[ 
I _ ( I - e) COS fl ] 

a/•T +e'o ' 

I + 2 e COS(} 

(ae'T)4 ( u.e'T)3( ae'T +e")(ae'T -e-'o) 

+ 2£ COS (} [ + I ] 
(ae'T +t'o)(aetr _e-tot I (ae•Tf . 

[ 
I _ ( I - e) COS fl ]- 2 ! cos ti 

ae•r+e'9 ae'T(aiT-e-'9"f 

[ 
_ 2 ( I -e)cosO + 2( 1 -e)(2-e)cos20] 

I ai-T +e•o , 3(ae•r +e'o)2 . 

Hence at (=aetr, 

kaobo= I and ( ~; ){=ai•T = kaob1 

Using these values 

(I :;/)2 =ka0bi(~-ae•T)2+ 2kaob1(b2-b2) X 

dt; 

and 

t ( I -t) 
dt 
d( 

(t;-ae•r)3+ ........................... (15) 
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Introducing <Ti"' 

P,.-tPv= -ipI'wi~ .................. (17) 

which is the well-known result. 

The moment can be calculated also by taking 
the coefficient of ((-ae1

Tt
1 in the expansion of 

(dW)2 
t( 1 -t). Let this coefficient be denoted by 

d( dt 
d( 

.11,J, then from eq. ( I 2) 

\JR= -prr S'(M) ................................. (18) 

where S denotes the imaginary part of M The 
coefficient of M is as follows. 

I'2 8c2uf<T2 iI' 4acw<Teif~H+T! 
M=-+~-~ 

4ir2 (a~- 1)2 2r. (a2
- I 1 

tI' b2 iI' +- 4cwe1~-- - 4.c:Zvo-ei<~+~l 
2r. b1 21r 

-( b; _ b3)sc2w2a2e2i(~HJ_ ...... (19) 
.bi b1 

In the case of a small flap angle and also a 
small camber i.e. when e is very small and a is 
very large, we can express \JR approximately in 
the follwing form. 

IJR=- 4p~cw [sinllsin(p-r)-ecos flcos(P-rl 

+ 3cos(P- 2r)-cosP + .~esin 2 /lsin(P-- 2r) 
2a 2a 

+ sin Osin(i9-r) + 2 sin llsin(i9- ~r)] 
a2 

- Sp1r~w
2 

[sin 2(P-r)-esin20cos2(f3-r) 
a • 

+ 4sin Ocos(2P- 3r) 2e2cos20sin 2 (i9-r) 
a 

4( · -2- cos2 0) e cos{} sin (211- 3r) 
+ 3 

a 

_ (6+4 sin
2 

fJ) ~in (2/3-4r)J··· ......... (zo) 
a-

IV. Approximate Relations between Zand (. 

The approximate relations between Z, t and 
(-planes are summarized as follows. In the follow
ing we assume that e is very small and a is very 
large 

In the Z-plane 

A=-.=======~-----=-
P2 j(c)2 

• 2 a+. a 4 - - r + sm - sm -
0 2 2 

Hence 

I + p3(1J- p3) 
P1 _ P1 p4 P1 . 4c 2c 

P2 - ('2 p3 ~ /J3 I + i!.}_ (;J .- _f_t_) 
4c 2C 

The value of J can be determined by eq. (4) 
which becomes approximately 

hence 

(
e ___ J~)j I+ sin fl ~ o, 

cos tJ 1-sin tJ 

,d ~ e cos I}=!_ cos 0. 
1T: 

Eqs. (6) can be expressed approximately as follows 

rf,=log2(cosJ+sinO)[:: • ::~v i]e 
I +sm fJ 2 

• I -sintJ 2 

[ 

I + COS f} !!_ ]e 
¢2,,.,,Jog2(cos.:l-smO) I- cos_tJ !_ 

I -smO 2 

hence /Ji cos .:I+ sin fJ [ I - esin t} ]e 
p/"'$ cos.d-sinll 1 +esinfl · 

From above eq. I} can be determined. 

In the special case of e=0, let fl=tlo then 

sinflo=P1-h. 
Pt+P2 

And approximate value of fl is given fl= 00 + f 
where U is determined from the following equation. 

7r =(cos J-sin fl0)
2 jJ1 _ cos2.d-sin200[I -esin00]~ 

2cos.dcosfl0 p2 2cosdcos(/0 1+esindo 

Also from ¢1 = log ~:, k' can be determined and 

approximately as follows. 

_!_~4(cosJ + sin 0) c~ -P1+j_]. 
k' p1 8c 4 

Next we must determine the value of aiT. Ex
panding t in the series assuming ( to be very 
large we get, 

k[ . • a· {} 1-resin2tJ ] t= (+2tsmu+2ecos - C ..... . 

Hence the first approximation for al iT 1s 

t 1
"

8 
. • 1 . . . sin ell 

--2zsmO~--z2s111fJ+z--V V R 
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and a""d I 
k' +//3

' 

8 + k12 (esin 28+ 2sin efl-4k'sinlJ) 
'f""dE 1+k'2 • 

So the second approximation for aiT is 

(T,,,,_,I -f-k'-2ecosfl _ .. fl+isinefl 
ae ~ k' 1 +k'2 2zsm . k' 

+ .k' (2k' sin8-esin 28-sin ell) 
z r+k'2 . 

Finally let the incidence angle a of the flap wing 
section be the angle between w and the chord AH, 
then the relation between /3 and a is as follows. 

r. a Ci ,~ a=-+--p+•/1, 
2 2 

V. Approximate Solution. 

Since the solution developed above is investi
gated by the method of conformal representation, 
the solution is accurate but tedious for calculation. 
In this paragraph, therefore, we add the approxi
mate solution by the method of vortex field. 

At first we consider the flap wing section com
posed of two segments of straight lines. We 
transform this section into a circle in the (-plane 
by the following relation. 

_ ((-e'e )'+s((-e-10)1-s 
Z1 - -'-"------'-"---'--

( 

The relation between 
shown in Fig. S and 

r 1 ""d2 (r -cos 8), 

r2 '""d2 (r +cosO) 

and d""di_sin fl. 
7T: 

When the flow far from the flap wing is 
parallel to the real axis of Z1-plane and (-plane, 
then it flows smoothly both at the leading edge 
A and trailing edge B. In this case the magnitude 
of circulation is 

I'1 =41T:usin LI. 

Hence the lift is given by 

A1 =7rp1ltsind 

where t is the chord length. 

And the moment around the hinge point H is 

t im1 =A1 - cos f}. 
2 

the moment being positive in a clockwise direction. 

To solve the problem of thin aerofoil section 
of arbitrary shape by the method of vortex field, 
we usually apply the following three forms of 
circulation distribution along the chord. 

A B 

.z, 

... 

Fig. 5. 

j 2% 
I---

__ t, ,jr-( z;y ,_ 2; Jr-( 2t y. 
I+ 2X 

t 

First we consider the flap wing section com
posed of straight lines but fl.ow is not smooth at 

A. In this case we take Jr--¥-. 

1+~ 
t 

Let the flap · 

wing be placed as in Fig. 5 and the fl.ow far from 
the wing make an angle 11. with the real-axis 
and with magnitude w, then 

lift A,1 =71:puh[sin(J.+ ! sinflcosa], 

and the moment around the point H is 

7rpult
2 

[ a ] We,._,= 
8 

sin211.(1+2cosfl)+2rrcos2(/.sin2ll. 

We proceed now to the case of the flap wing 
composed of two circular arcs. In this case we add 

j ~ -( 2/ ) 
2

• This latter distribution gives a nearly 

circular arc section and the form of the section is 
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and the corresponding circulation when the velocity 
far from the wing is parallel to the real axis and 
magnitude of u, is 

. I'c = 2'1ifu. 

Adding this type of distribution, the form of 
flap wing section is as shown in Fig. 6 and 

for Ali ,=(x-tc~sO)[eo-~(x+tc~sO)J. 

for HE y= -(x- tc:sfl) [ e(r.-0) 

+4;(x+ tc~sO) J. 
and 

- 2/ a=e0+-(1-cosO). 
t 

When the flow far from the flap wing is parallel 
to the real axis in Fig. 6, it flows smoothly at 
A and B. 

The lift and moment around the hinge point 
ll in the general case are as follows. 

and 

B 

Fig. 6. 

A=npwt[sina+ ! cosasin0+
2
{cosa] 

~npur{ a+ ! sin (} + 2f] 

Wc=n~tTsin2a(1 +2cos0)+2 ! cos2asin20 

+ 
8
{ cos O cos2a] 

~npw
2

f[a( 1 + 2cos8) + 1-sin 20 + 4/ cos OJ. 
4 n t 

(Berlin, 9th. F'eb. 1937.) 


